BUILT
TO
FIT.
CENTRIC CALIPER SOLUTIONS

ADVANCED BRAKING SYSTEMS
STEERING & SUSPENSION COMPONENTS
COMPREHENSIVE UNDERCAR SOLUTIONS

CENTRIC PREMIUM SEMI-LOADED
BRAKE CALIPERS
HARDWARE
Centric Premium Semi-Loaded Brake Calipers

Centric has earned a reputation for quality among
warehouse distributors, professional racing teams,

include all necessary pad hardware, where
applicable. Replacing hardware when installing new
calipers and brake pads reduces noise associated
with vibration and promotes even pad wear through
the life of the brake pads.

technicians and retailers—that’s a demanding
crowd. It’s taken hard work to become the
recognized leader in brake systems.

PISTONS
All pistons are replaced or refurbished where

There’s a reason Centric Parts is the industry
leader in re-manufactured brake calipers—we hold

necessary, guaranteeing correct operation of the
caliper unit. A new or refinished piston ensures
smooth application of stopping power without
caliper binding or freezing.

ourselves to a higher standard, using only the
latest refined production processes, machinery and
custom built testing equipment. In addition, Centric
replaces with new components and reconditions

NEW
BLEEDER
Centric Premium Semi-Loaded Brake Calipers

more components than any other re-manufacturer
in the business today. In fact, when it comes to

feature new bleeder screws and include banjo bolts
and crush washers where required.

quality Centric is proud to serve as the industry
benchmark!

BRACKET
Where applicable, Centric Premium Semi-Loaded

Brake Calipers come complete with applicationspecific brackets. In addition, all threaded
mounting holes are chased and guide pin holes are
thoroughly brushed. After cleaning and chasing the
threads, the brackets are re-treated with the same
anti-corrosion solution used on the caliper bodies.
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\

Web: www.APCAutoTech.com

100% LEAK TESTED
Every caliper is tested for leaks using the same custom testing equipment you’d find on OEM caliper
production lines. These pressure decay air testers are used on every caliper. A known quantity
of compressed air is cycled through the caliper and the return volume is compared to the initial
quantity. If the two quantities vary, the caliper is rejected. 100% of all calipers are tested in this
manner and no caliper gets packaged without getting the green light from our testing equipment.
This ensures that Centric Parts re-manufactured calipers will work to original specifications for the
life of the caliper.

POSI QUIET LOADED BRAKE
CALIPERS

Posi Quiet Loaded Calipers are a full line of brake
calipers providing an unmatched level of quality and
value. When installing Posi Quiet Loaded Calipers,
technicians can be assured that they are getting
top quality products that have been engineered to
meet or exceed the function of the original part.
Each component is specifically designed for each
application and the attention to detail throughout
the manufacturing and testing process ensures each
caliper will perform to the exact standards of today’s
vehicles.

POSI QUIET FRICTION

Posi Quiet Loaded Calipers include premium
application specific Posi Quiet Brake Pads with each
caliper unit.

RUST PROOF FINISHES

All Posi Quiet Loaded Brake Calipers receive either a zinc dichromate
plated finish or OE color powder coating depending on the
application. This finish will not interfere with final fitments and
provides long lasting, rust free performance.

LESS NOISE

Posi Quiet Loaded Brake Calipers utilize stainless steel abutment
clips. These clips ensure proper pad fitment and reduce vibration
related to noise under braking.

NEW HARDWARE

Posi Quiet Loaded Brake Calipers have all new hardware installed.
All guide bolts, pins and through bolts are replaced, extending the
service life of the caliper.

NEW SEALS AND BOOTS

All rubber components are replaced to restore the caliper to like-new
condition and performance. All rubber components are sourced from
OE level manufacturers, ensuring correct fit and function throughout
the life of the caliper unit.

YOUR NEXT MOVE?

Earth
Friendly
Getting access to the industry’s best brake systems,

integration hardware and accessories is easy. Visit www.APCAutoTech.com or
call (310) 218-1091 to locate the distributor nearest to you.
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